
BACK-TO-SCHOOL DIGITAL TOOLS WORKSHOP

This is a great opportunity to prepare for the upcoming school year.  You can learn new 

skills, strategies, and grab some much needed work time with colleagues. There are 

sessions that will benefit every staff member in the district, regardless of the present 

level of technology use and device availability in his/her classroom.

$100 PER DAY  
                        STIPEND

SCSD2 PRESENTS:
DIGIPALOOZA 2012

JULY 30, 31 & AUGUST 1 • SCOTTSBURG MIDDLE SCHOOL



Daily Headliners

Monday, July 30 ● Joanna Montgomery ● Keynote - “Strive for Transformation”

When we look at learning today, we see so much change:  the expectations of the students, certainly the technology, and 

the role of the teacher.  We’ll look at some of the ways that schools can address these changes and how they can make 

a difference in the education of their students.  We’ll discuss trends in transforming learning using the work of Dr. Ruben 

Puentedura, a researcher from Maine.  We will also take a look at the importance of environments where learning is 

supported and amplified, using the work of Dr. David Thornburg.

About the speaker: Joanna Montgomery has spent the last 12 years at Apple Inc., working with schools as they strive 

to meet the needs of their teachers and students in today’s education environment.  She works to help schools see 

the value of transforming the learning environment to engage today’s students and prepare them for their future.  

Prior to her years at Apple, Joanna was a classroom teacher, then worked at an intermediate education agency 

helping schools integrate technology into their curriculum.

Tuesday, July 31 ● Roundtable DiscussionsAttendees will meet either with grade-level or department colleagues for discussion about session topics, new 

strategies, and issues for the upcoming school year.  During the discussion time, a member of the technology 

leadership team will drop in to answer questions and assess needs for the group.

Wednesday, August 1 ● Yancy Unger ● Keynote - “Curators of Curriculum”

Educational curation is moving from textbooks to accessing information for learning.  Teachers need not create a 

warehouse of resources for their students, but more of a museum.  Curriculum is a conversation that teachers engage in 

with students sharing insight and connectedness.  Good curators simplify the overwhelming complexity of content and 

connect it to their students.  As schools shift away from textbooks as their primary source of content, now is a great 

time for teachers to assume more responsibilities for the design of their curriculum.  Using a framework of consuming, 

collaborating, creating, and curating, various learning centered tools will be demonstrated and explored.

About the speaker: Yancy is a creative teacher that is passionate about the field of education. Traveling to hundreds 

of schools, he has been able to have conversations about what works in terms of learning, curriculum, and 

incorporating technology. He is constantly working to connect the best educators to help cross-pollinate innovative 

learning practices. He fancies himself to be Kitchen Nightmares' Gordon Ramsay for schools, minus the profanity, 

yelling, and good hair.


